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Chapter 1  Extratropical Cyclones 

1.3 Cyclogenesis based on Petterssen equation 

Development of the surface cyclone should not be viewed as a passive 

response to “upper-level forcing”, as discussed in 1.2. 

Theoretical and observational studies have shown an active linkage 

between lower- and upper-level processes during cyclogenesis.  

 

Question: Is there any dynamical principle of describing lower-to-

upper-level relationship you had learned previously?  

 

Petterssen equation is a classic tool on this problem. 

Petterssen equation will be derived in the class. 
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Schematic illustrating PVA (positive vorticity advection) and NVA (Negative 

vorticity advection) associated with upper-level trough/ridge 
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An initial surface disturbance (low pressure) embedded with 
ambient temperature gradient 

(Note that relatively little thermal advection near the center) 
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ω < 0 (predicted by QG) 
γd- γ > 0 (stable atmosphere) 

Schematic illustrating the stability term (S) can serve to put a 
brake on the cyclogenesis process 



(Adopted from Chen 1989) 

Average distribution of cyclones 

over the East China Sea 

Path of Kuroshio during Feb. 

2015 (from JMA)  



台灣低壓(Taiwan Low)為發生在台灣及鄰近區域之中間尺度

(1000~2000公里)低壓，時間尺度約為1天。 

旋生頻率分布之主軸與黑潮相當一致 

其生成發展與海洋邊界可感熱傳送(減低氣團低層穩定度)及凝結潛

熱釋放有關，當低壓與高層槽脊系統耦合時，有機會發展成強烈溫

帶氣旋(陳 1987) 



Differential heating over land and ocean (like peninsula) can result in 
the development of cyclones over land (illustrations from Chen 1987)  



Petterssen classified the cyclogenesis into two types: 

 

Type A: Cyclogenesis is not associated with 500-mb trough, with 
dominance of thermal forcings (AT + S + H) 

Type B: Cyclogenesis is dominated by the 500-mb trough forcing 
(i.e., dynamic forcing) 

 

To better monitor the cyclogenesis, each term of Petterssen 
equation should be carefully evaluated.  

Q: Which one occurs more often? 



Schematic illustrating a positive feedback between the lower-

tropospheric thermal advection, the upper wave, and the surface cyclone 

Positive feedback: A developing cyclone  favor warm (cold) advection 

 stronger upper ridge/trough  stronger vorticity advection  further 

intensify cyclone  


